i sea 10!
Math Game

⚠️ WARNING / AVERTISSEMENT:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
RISQUE DE SUFFOCATION - Petites pièces. Non recommandé pour les enfants de moins de 3 ans.
Includes
• 100 Cards
• Activity Guide

How to Play
• Empty the cards from the box onto a playing surface, within reach of all players. Make sure the cards are facing number-side down.

• Take turns flipping the cards over, one at a time, to reveal the numbers. Look carefully at the cards after each flip.

• Any player who can make 10 with two or more cards (for example 4+6, or 3+5+2) can call out “I Sea 10!” and keep those cards. For easy scorekeeping, stack each set of cards that makes 10.

• If two or more players call out “I Sea 10!” at the same time, the player who can state the fact first (for example “8+2=10”) keeps the cards. If players state
the fact at the same time, remove the cards from play.

• Watch out! If you flip over a shark card, return this card and any cards you have already collected to the box.

• Continue taking turns, flipping over cards and spotting combinations of 10, until all the cards have been flipped and no more tens can be made.

• Count each player’s stacks of 10. The player who collected the most stacks is the winner!

Other Fishy-Fun Ways to Play

• Try “I Sea 20!” by making 20

• Set a timer: the player with the most stacks when time’s up is the winner

• The first player to get 10 stacks of 10 is the winner
<table>
<thead>
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<tbody>
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